Jensen vm9313

Quick Links Download this manual. Table of Contents. Page 4 VM We recommend having your
Jensen VM installed by a reputable installation shop. The TFT screen must be open for this
function to operate. Page 7 Press to cycle through information available on the LCD screen. IR
Remote Control Receiver The above diagram is for illustrative purposes only. Page Operating
Instructions The unit will beep to confirm your turn-on volume setting. When the reverse driving
stops, the monitor return to its original input mode. VM P. After entering calibration mode, a
crosshair appears in a corner quadrant of the screen. To begin calibration, press and hold the
crosshair for one second until it moves to the next quadrant. Page Satellite Radio Operation The
preset number and station appears highlighted. Recalling a Station Select a band if needed. VM
Touch an on-screen preset button to select the corresponding stored station. Direct Tuning To
enter a radio station directly, touch the The VM player will only recognize three folder levels and
does not display folders containing only other folders. In the example above, the unit will
display folders 3, 4, 6, and 8, but not 2 and 7 since they do not contain any tracks directly. DIR -:
Touch to view the previous folder This slower burning speed will help eliminate buffer errors
and increase disc reading reliability. Page Ipod Operation Exit. To clear your entry and start
over, touch Clear. Photo Playback While iPod photos can be viewed on the VM screen, you must
use the iPod to control photo playback options. To ensure the best reception for pairing and reconnection, please make sure the phone battery is fully charged before you begin. Before using
an audio player, it may be necessary to enter a PIN code into the unit. A rough cloth and nonneutral detergent such as alcohol may result in scratching or discoloration. Do not get water or
cleaning fluids on the unit. Aux Input used as reference input Reference Supply Voltage: Page
36 VM Page 39 LCD. Receptor IR de Control Remoto Un conector hembra de 3. CH P1 P2 P Page
59 Toque para acceder el ingreso directo a pantalla. Nombre de Carpeta VM Para salir del modo
FOTO, toque la pantalla. No se puede insertar disco Ya hay un disco en la unidad Page 91 Nom
du dossier VM Page VM Please read it thoroughly and contact the Company at with any
questions. Who is covered? The Company extends this warranty to the original retail purchaser
of products purchased through an authorized Audiovox retailer in the U. Print page 1 Print
document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore
password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on
Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab
Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. People who viewed this
item also viewed. Showing Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel. Picture Information. Mouse over to Zoom Click to enlarge. Get the item you ordered or get your money back. Learn more - eBay Money
Back Guarantee - opens in new window or tab. Seller information cmlm Contact seller. Visit
store. See other items More See all. Item Information Condition:. Sign in to check out Check out
as guest. Add to Watchlist Remove from watch list. Watch list is full. Longtime Member. Fast
and safe Shipping. This amount is subject to change until you make payment. For additional
information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or
tab. Item location:. Bridgewater, Massachusetts, United States. Ships to:. United States and
many other countries See details. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program
terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes applicable customs
duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. Estimated between Tue. Delivery times may vary,
especially during peak periods. Any international shipping and import charges are paid in part
to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab International shipping and
import charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any
international shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc.
Learn More - opens in a new window or tab. Related sponsored items. Showing Slide 1 of 2 Carousel. A 5. Report item - opens in a new window or tab. This translation tool is for your
convenience only. The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed.
Note: The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Seller
assumes all responsibility for this listing. Item specifics Condition: New: A brand-new, unused,
unopened, undamaged item in its original packaging where packaging is applicable. Packaging
should be the same as what is found in a retail store, unless the item is handmade or was
packaged by the manufacturer in non-retail packaging, such as an unprinted box or plastic bag.
See the seller's listing for full details. See all condition definitions - opens in a new window or
tab Read more about the condition. Shipping and handling. This item will ship to Ukraine , but
the seller has not specified shipping options. Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab
and request a shipping method to your location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please
enter a valid ZIP Code. Item location: Bridgewater, Massachusetts, United States. No additional
import charges at delivery! This item will be shipped through the Global Shipping Program and
includes international tracking. Learn more - opens in a new window or tab. There are 2 items

available. Please enter a number less than or equal to 2. Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or
9 numbers for the ZIP Code. Domestic handling time. Taxes may be applicable at checkout.
Learn more. Return policy. No returns or exchanges, but item is covered by the eBay Money
Back Guarantee - opens in a new window or tab. Payment details. Payment methods. Back to
home page Return to top. Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on
Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab
Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image not available Photos
not available for this variation. New: A brand-new, unused, unopened, undamaged item in its
original packaging where packaging is applicable. International Priority Shipping. Skip to main
content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to
Watchlist. This listing has ended. The seller has relisted this item or one like this. Ships to:.
United States and many other countries See details. This amount is subject to change until you
make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and
conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes applicable customs duties,
taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program
terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Delivery times may vary, especially
during peak periods. Visit store. Start of add to list layer. Add to Watchlist Add to wish list. Sign
in for more lists. Jan 12, PST. Seller's other items. Related sponsored items. Showing Slide 1 of
2 - Carousel. Similar sponsored items. Showing Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel. Seller assumes all
responsibility for this listing. Item specifics Condition: New: A brand-new, unused, unopened,
undamaged item in its original packaging where packaging is applicable. Packaging should be
the same as what is found in a retail store, unless the item is handmade or was packaged by the
manufacturer in non-retail packaging, such as an unprinted box or plastic bag. See the seller's
listing for full details. See all condition definitions - opens in a new window or tab Read more
about the condition. Back to home page Return to top. Back to home page. Listed in category:.
Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in
a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist.
Condition: New. Ended: Jan 12, PST. For additional information, see the Global Shipping
Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab See details. Item location:
Bridgewater, Massachusetts, United States. Seller: cmlm Seller's other items. New: A
brand-new, unused, unopened, undamaged item in its original packaging where packaging is
applicable. Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window
or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new
window or tab. Add to Watchlist. This listing has ended. Ships to:. This amount is subject to
change until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program
terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes applicable customs
duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the Global Shipping
Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Start of add to list layer. Add to
Watchlist Add to wish list. Sign in for more lists. Jan 26, PST. May not ship to Ukraine - Read
item description or contact seller for shipping options. See details. Seller's other items. Seller
assumes all responsibility for this listing. Item specifics Condition: Used: An item that has been
used previously. The item may have some signs of cosmetic wear, but is fully operational and
functions as intended. This item may be a floor model or store return that has been used. See all
condition definitions - opens in a new window or tab Read more about the condition. Jensen VM
Remote. Condition is "Used". Back to home page Return to top. Back to home page. Listed in
category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter
- opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to
Watchlist. Condition: Used. Ended: Jan 26, PST. Shipping: May not ship to Ukraine - Read item
description or contact seller for shipping options. Used: An item that has been used previously.
Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this
product. Please make sure that you've entered a valid question. You can edit your question or
post anyway. Please enter a question. Skip to main content. Currently unavailable. We don't
know when or if this item will be back in stock. Brand: Jensen. Shop now. Special offers and
product promotions. Listen FREE for 90 days. Learn more here. Product details Product
Dimensions : Have a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try your
search again later. See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated?
Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the
item on Amazon. It also analyses reviews to verify trustworthiness. Review this product Share
your thoughts with other customers. Write a customer review. Top reviews Most recent Top
reviews. Top reviews from Australia. There are 0 reviews and 0 ratings from Australia. Top
reviews from other countries. Verified Purchase. I bought this for my son for his birthday, and it

is a pretty cool device for your car. We hooked it up ourselves, and it took about 5 hours to do
so. Most of the problems revolved around the car in to which we were putting the receiver. All
work great. I'll admit that we cheated on some of the wiring to get the DVD player to work
without having the safety brake engaged. I understand the safety feature, but it does defeat the
purpose of allowing passengers to watch DVD's on long trips. I think the construction is okay.
But, I don't see how you can make a more robust device given the space constraints in a car's
dashboard. I suspect that it will last only a year or two before the flip up screen breaks. But, at
least everything will continue to work except the DVD player. The interface is somewhat
intuitive, and it took use about 45 minutes to figure out all the whats and hows of the
touchscreen. Given the space on the screen, it bewilders me that more help text or less
abbreviations are used. Honestly, if I have to go to a manual to use a touchscreen device, it
needs some reengineering of the interface. Oh, did I mention my job is creating user interfaces
and workflows for complex business processes on web-based applications? The interface
needs work. My biggest complaint is around all the wires attached to this receiver. They should
have designed all the plugs with a way to detach them from the receiver. We used less than half
of all the available connections. We had to tape the unused wires in just the right places to fit
the receiver in to the dash. Since most of them have RCA jacks, it was a difficult task. Overall,
for the price, this is a cool toy for you or your kids. One person found this helpful. Ive had this
unit for about a year now. Like many others i also did some extensive searching for the rite
touch screen. This sterio offers the most bang for you're buck and thats just the simple fact and
the sole reason why i bought this unit. Report abuse. This is an excellent sounding stereo and
the touchscreen makes it particularly easy to use. I installed this stereo in a Chevy van with a
DIN and a half opening, so I needed a mounting kit for it. The stereo is driving 4 JBL 6 inch
2-way speakers in the factory locations. I also connected up a backup camera. This is very
useful for backing up to a trailer to hitch up. I also put a camera on the back end of my camping
trailer. I can click a button and view the "rear view" while traveling forward too. This stereo also
has many more in's and out's which really makes it useful. I have not used the i-pod adapter yet,
or the XM radio adapter either. This stereo also has an Auxilary AV input on the front and on the
back. With this, you can review and share your digital camera's pictures and movies right on the
screen! This deck also comes with an HD-radio module. In FM, it is not a huge difference in
sound quality since broadcast FM stations put so much dynamic range compression on the
music, the sub-channels are nice though offering some less-mainstream music. If you like
rant-radio, HD on the AM band really makes all that talk sound much cleaner and easier to
understand. This deck also has audio outputs to connect to a subwoofer, or full-range
amplifiers, and also a video output to connect to external video screens. The external video
screens do not blank out when the vehicle is put into gear either lik Jensen stereos are made by
Audiovox in China, and I have owned other Audiovox products and were dissapointed in their
quality, but not this deck, and with all the features this deck had, I was a bit apprehensive as to
how good it would be. I took my chance and found it to be built really nice! On the road, I like
being able to load 4. I camp out in my van frequently too, and this deck is excellent for watching
a movie before turning in. The audio quality on movies is quite impressive! The audio amplifier
has plenty of headroom to give plenty of "punch" to the sound in both movies and in music.
You can dial using the large 10key pad on the touchscreen or from your phone book The
incoming audio comes through the stereo speakers and is much easier to understand than the
tinny speakers on the phone, again a good safety feature since you will need less brainpower to
interpret what your caller is speaking about. People I speak to on this stereo say they didn't
even know I was using a speakerphone! I only have a few minor gripes about this deck. The
biggest is the fact that there is no night dimmer, nor is there any way to reduce the brightness
of the touchscreen's backlight. When driving at night, the touchscreen will need to be folded up,
or the glare will be a bit annoying. It would also be nice if the touchscreen layout was reversed.
The buttons and controls need to be swapped, placing the list on the right, and buttons on the
left, to be closer to the driver. I would also like the DVD controls to appear on the screen while
the vehicle is in motion. The way it is now, when the vehicle is in motion while a video DVD is
played, the stereo just gives a "blue screen of death" while playing only the audio video is still
sent to the external monitor output so passengers in the rear can watch My last gripe is that the
"steps" in the speaker fader needs to be much finer. Another annoying thing is that in order to
engage the rear-view camera, you must go back to the main menu and select "rear view", which
cuts off whatever you were listening too. The steps adjust way to dramatically to get a good
even balance on the speakers. My only other wish list is that in the future model of this deck,
Jensen should include a Digital TV tuner in it too! In all, this is a really great stereo that I highly
recommend for anyone that has a van, SUV or other large passenger-carrying vehicle and does
a lot of traveling and enjoys some on-the-road entertainment! The Jensen seems low on power

and the radio layout is difficult to work while trying to drive. You have to touch four buttons to
go from the tuner to the HD radio then select the HD station then backtrack to try a different
station and none of this is possible with the screen closed. You can not change from one preset
station to the next preset with the screen closed. The Nav system is a garmen but looks like a
tom-tom and once a route is selected it is difficult to cancel. The B. Betty will tell you when to
turn every 10 sec's no matter how far away you are. There could have been more thought into
the layout and programming. It would be great if Jensen would offer a way for me to program
the unit. Well, I researched it and got this one. For the price I really have no complaints. It may
lack a few features like screen savers and all that, but it is actually a really good sounding unit. I
love the music videos off of my ipod. Yes the parking brake "bypass" from the vm does work
with this unit Overall I would say I am extremely happy with my purchase. See all reviews. Back
to top. Get to Know Us. Gallery New media New comments. Log in. Search Everywhere Threads
This forum This thread. Search titles only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. Everywhere Threads
This forum This thread. Search Advancedâ€¦. What's new New posts New media New media
comments Latest activity. Search forums. Jensen VM bypass question. Thread starter sbeat
Start date Dec 29, JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in
your browser before proceeding. Dec 29, 3 0 West Deptford, NJ. Well I'm an idiot and could not
figure out how to get the parking brake wire hooked up, and if it involves splicing a wire I just
don't want to do it. If not do you know the specific operation? ALSO , I'm not going to watch a
video while I'm driving, being as I'm an extremely dangerous driver as it is, so don't preach to
me about the dangers of driving while viewing or something lame. I have a 4 cylinder 2. Any
help would be greatly appreciated as it took me like 10 hours to install my first head unit and
speakers. Dec 5, 32 0 Malden, MO. I have the VM What I did was run the pink parking brake wire
to a toggle switch. Then, I ran the other pole of the switch to a chassis ground. Jensen hu's are
wierd in the fact that they require a "pulse" signal. The toggle switch acts as the "parking
brake". So flip it on for a second, off for a second, and back on and the video should turn on
and the blue screen should go away within a few second. I did it this way so I could still switch
the video "off" if I happened to get pulled over. Now, the easy way to do it. If you have the
remote, press setup. Once the setup menu comes up, press the numbers 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, 0 in that
order. A hidden factory setup menu should come up with the hu's info, firmware and model
numers. You will see a lil hammer and wrench icon. Press it, then you will see a list of options
including "Brake override". Turn it on, I think. Just turn it to the opposite of what it is now. By
doing this, you completely override the need for the pink wire. You can leave it disconnected or
ground it. Now, you hu will play a dvd no matter what the vehicle is doing. But, keep in mind,
that if you get pulled over and the cops find that you have the Brake Override on, you can get in
a bit of trouble, and a fine, I think. Jul 20, 1, 3 Mass. I could have sworn jensens could just be
grounded out. Jul 5, 1, 0 new york. Use the code unlock ! Dec 25, 0 Illinois. DBfan Supa's mom
was here! Jan 21, 52, Poolside with Supa's mom. I'l
4 pin cb mic wiring diagram
2011 f150 50 oil filter
curt 55243
l let you know if it works when Jensen sends me a remote that works. Create an account or
login to comment You must be a member in order to leave a comment Create account Create an
account on our community. It's easy! Log in Already have an account? Log in here. Previous
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